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In the first week of March, we wrote to clients giving our thoughts on the Coronavirus. We
suggested that the world economy is well positioned to absorb the temporary shock to growth
that would result from the “quarantining” measures taken to contain it. We observed that
financial markets tend to quickly look through short term set-backs but also highlighted our
expectation that in an interconnected world with a media transfixed by the issue, the unfolding
spectacle would make the upcoming few weeks testing to all of our peace-of-minds.
This letter updates our views in the context of the substantial market volatility, which has seen
Global Equities (measured by the Morgan Stanley All World Index) fall by 12% in Dollars, or
8% in Sterling over the week to Friday 13th March. UK share markets, with a high exposure to
Energy, have fallen more sharply, by 17% over the same period.
The letter will answer the following questions: What has happened to cause these falls? What
is our view now on the outlook for growth? What is our view on investment markets and our
current investment strategy?
Dealing with the first question: What has happened to cause these falls? The simple summary
is that last week saw the investment world and the “real” world united in losing any residual
complacency about COVID-19 and its impact.
Investors were bombarded with bad news. Now officially declared a pandemic, the anti-viral
institutional response kicked into a higher gear. Led by America deciding to isolate Europe,
the starting gun was fired on a race to implement ever more stringent quarantining measures,
both within countries and between them. Recognising the open-ended negative impact on
growth that these measures entail, share markets saw a situation where few selective “buyers”
(traditional active managers) met an army of indiscriminate “sellers” (suddenly-anxious Index
Fund asset allocators) in a re-run of the forlorn portfolio insurance strategies that caused the
1987 “crash”. Circuit breakers put in place as a result of that experience were triggered and
played some part in slowing the declines in share markets, but liquidity was also severely
tested in corporate credit markets and even the US Government bond markets, reviving dark
memories of the financial crisis.

Even as the black mood reached its peak on Thursday, however, the institutional fight-back
was gathering pace. The Federal Reserve and the ECB acted both to provide immediate
liquidity to key markets and also to introduce programmes to ensure that businesses suffering
cash-flow problems in this time of crisis will continue to have adequate access to credit.
On Friday, Angela Merkel’s government announced comprehensive support for German
companies, including wavers on tax payments, effectively declaring Germany willing to lead
a co-ordinated Europe-wide spending programme, whatever the impact on budget deficits,
following the UK lead in signalling “whatever it takes” fiscal stimulus. On the same day, Donald
Trump declared a National Emergency, unlocking America’s fiscal war chest. Share markets
took note and some ground was regained.
So what is our view now on the outlook for global growth? A material global recession and
decline in corporate profits over the current quarter and next is now inevitable. The debate is
now less about how sharp the fall will be, but how soon it will be over and how quickly we will
then recover. The judgement about how soon the recession will end depends upon a view of
how quickly the epidemic can be brought under control, so that quarantining measures can be
lifted. The judgement about how quickly we will recover depends upon a view of the damage
that will be done to both the fabric of our economies (employment and investment) and to
consumer confidence.
The experience in China, Vietnam and the first villages in northern Italy is that quarantining
measures and enhanced hygiene practices do work, so with the sanitising impact of Summer’s
ultraviolet rays daily increasing (part the natural mechanism which it is believed curtails the flu
season), there is still good reason to be hopeful both that the human impact can be moderated
and also that we should be unwinding restrictions by mid-summer.
Judging how quickly we will recover requires views on both the resilience of our starting
position (the global financial system, corporate health and the consumer) and the adequacy
of global government response. We are optimistic on both. Our starting position is certainly
strong. The hard work done after the financial crisis, combined with new facilities recently
announced, means that the global financial system is fully capable of ensuring that the
demand shock is not magnified or extended. A rise in unemployment cannot be avoided, as
many temporary workers will be laid off and some fragile businesses will fail, but banks can
(and will) lend to business customers who are in sudden need, so they, in turn will not be
forced to transmit any short term pain to the consumer through additional lay-offs. Banks are
also able to (and will be encouraged to) subsidise individual consumers who experience cash
flow difficulties. Government response, we believe, will surprise us positively. Fiscal policy is
the solution for sudden demand short-falls. The messaging last week suggested that Europe
and America were both loading their “big-bazookas”. Borrowing long-term at negligible
interest rates at this time is both economically logical and politically popular. [News has been
announced, just as I am writing this, that the Federal Reserve has cut interest rates to zero
and will resume Quantitative Easing with $700Bn in additional support – “whatever it takes”
indeed.]
Altogether, although our view of the near term growth impacts of COVID-19 has certainly
become much more cautious, we remain optimistic that within the next six months we will be

looking past it. Whereas we had thought a “tick mark” shaped economic recovery was likely (a
sharp fall followed immediately by a slightly slower recovery), recent developments mean a “U”
(more time spent in the turn, but then a sharp recovery) is now a central case.
This brings us to our view on investment markets and our current investment strategy. Recent
sharp falls in share markets have anticipated a great deal of economic pain. Ultimately, this
too will pass and we back medical science to ensure that COVID-19 will not be a recurring
nightmare. Even more so than at the time of our last letter, we are convinced that holding fast
to our investments in high quality companies, rather than selling them in the hope of buying
them back at lower prices, is the right thing to do. Should we be more aggressive? Perhaps
so, but we must also recognise the unusual nature of the situation. The real human impact of
this stealthy virus is increasingly visible and will be with us for some time to come. This human
element locks the real world together with the financial world, suggesting that we should only
look through the crisis when we have data supporting progress in controlling the outbreak. In
short, uniquely in this event, for a period we expect financial markets to live the same lives as
our clients. Retaining a long term focus will be challenge enough as we are all faced with the
daily realities of dealing with it.
We hope that the necessarily analytical nature of the above commentary does not mask our
empathy with those who, reading it, are feeling the current situation intensely personally. For
those who received our last letter, please forgive us for concluding with the same comments
that brought it to a close. We will continually test our assumptions on the current situation,
but hope that the real comfort that our clients will take is not from our judgement at any given
time, but from the strengths of the three key components of our service – our disciplined
investment process, time-tested portfolio construction and the experience and expertise of our
people. We believe that these strengths, in combination with the personal relationships that are
the foundation of our business, will continue to enable us to chart the right investment course,
however stormy the seas may become.
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